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WISH HOUSE NEWS #6
Greetings!
WISH HOUSE is the group, sponsored by Japanese, for caring children who have problems
which were dropped out the school, labored and have no chance to study because of poverty.
Here will be the shelter of the children who have problems and try to protect them temporarily
from their problems.

Ⅰ. Regular Classes
Our regular classes are from Monday to Saturday (from 9am to1:30pm). We made a week class
schedule, and the main subjects are Mathematics, English and Tagalog. Moreover, there are
classes of art, cooking, sewing, music, etc.

1. reading the books

2. cooking Japanese foods

3. Halloween costume party

Ⅱ．Lunch service and feeding to the malnutrition children
We serve lunch every day and the number of the children attended our class increased One of
the problem of the children here is lack of their nutrition. If they could avoid this problem the
children naturally become the higher level on education. School lunch could be reason to
participate our class.

Ⅲ．Pickup the children by tricycle service
We have picked up the children from the area to WISH HOUSE. The areas are Calapandayan,
Cawag, Matain, Wea etc. Now, the number of our picked up pupils became more than 10 people.
We also talked with Barangay Captain and signed the contract to avoid the trouble with us.

Ⅳ．Exchange information of the children
Our information of the children comes from St. Barnabas Maternity Center at Purok4, which is
one of project of our Japanese NPO. When we visited the area of their patients or pregnant
women, we met a lot of children who have problems at their family and cannot go to school. We
talked with the families and the children themselves and gave them information. One is
studying with us at WISH HOUSE to develop their ability including academic study. The other,
especially the kids above 16 years old, we recommend them to go back to school or to apply for
ALS and BPOSA at public schools. One of their problems is lack of their information about
education system. We will exchange the information of the children with educational institution,
DepEd and DSWD, and try to support to solve children’s problem in Subic. We will attach the
list of our children with this document.

Ⅴ．Japanese visitors and the expanding influence
From September to November, there were 3 visitors from Japan. They visited the area, Asinan
Proper, Calapacuan, Calapandayan, Cawag, Ilwas, Matain, Naugsol and etc. And also, we try to
be well known our project in Subic to Japan. On the next April, the final result will be opened
for AJINOMOTO grant which we have applied for now.

Ⅵ. Petition to the Mayor
1. Information; If there are the children who cannot go to school because of poverty in Subic,
we are pleased to know and care them on our institution. We would like you to inform us
the children. We will do our activities under your regulations.
We appreciate with all your cooperation and understandings of our project!!
Reported by YOKO KURAMOTO
Coordinator, NPO GFNP

